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Elisabeth Mason (1999)

A leading international lawyer, social entrepreneur, and philanthropic 

executive, Elisabeth Mason is the Founding Director of the Stanford 
Technology, Opportunity and Poverty Lab, the first lab dedicated to 

leveraging the data and technology revolution to create new, lasting, and 

low-cost solutions to poverty and inequality in the United States.

Elisabeth's career choices have been purposefully unconventional, but all 
share a commitment to transformative impact. In addition to practicing law 

on Wall Street and abroad, she helped establish Shakira's international 

foundation, worked with Mother Teresa's sisters in a leper colony in India, 
and crafted children's rights reform with the leaders of a dozen Latin 

American nations before the age of 25, where she founded and ran 
Fundación Kukula, an agency serving street youth and a winner of the 

UNICEF prize for Latin America.

Elisabeth was named "New Yorker of the Year" in 2015 for her 

groundbreaking work fighting poverty and her work was recognized as Top 
Ten in the World in Social Good by Fast Company.

Elisabeth holds a BA and MA from Harvard and a JD from Columbia.

Full profile here

https://www.4-5.co.uk/barristers/profile/elisabeth-mason
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Denise Gomez DelSignore (2009)

Denise is an American attorney admitted to practice in New 

York State (2009) and to federal practice in The United States 
District Court for the Southern District of New York (2015).

She is a graduate of New York University and the City University 
of New York, where she earned a full scholarship for her work in 

civil public interest law. Denise has experience in legal, 

operational, and regulatory affairs in the non-profit & technology 
sector in the United States.

Denise now focuses on commercial disputes and arbitrations in 

Europe and Asia.

Full profile here

https://www.4-5.co.uk/barristers/profile/denise-gomez-delsignore
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Selena Jones (2011)

Selena practises in property, local government and public 

law. Having previously practiced at a leading set of chambers 
specialising in crime, she gained significant experience of 

conducting trials both defending and prosecuting in the Crown 

Court, Magistrates’ Court and Youth Court. This experience 
compliments Selena’s Housing and Property practice.

She is highly valued by lay and professional clients and is 
renowned for her “fearless approach to defence” and has been 

commended for her written and oral advocacy by those who 
instruct her. Selena has been commended by judges as an 

advocate with “ability, knowledge, principled confidence and 

strong ethics together with a thoroughly pleasant and highly 
persuasive manner”. She is recognised for her skillful handling 

of cases involving vulnerable defendants and is described as 
having a “wonderful aura which makes clients feel at ease”.

Full profile here

https://www.4-5.co.uk/barristers/profile/selena-jones
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Alexandra Sidossis (2016)

Alexandra accepts instructions in commercial cases, with a 

particular focus on employment and regulatory law. She was 
also admitted as an Attorney and Counselor at Law in the State 

of New York in 2018. She joined Chambers as a third-six pupil 

in May 2019, following the successful completion of her 
pupillage at a civil and commercial set in London. Since 

commencing practice in 2018, Alexandra has represented both 
Claimants and Respondents in the Employment Tribunal, in 

multi-day unfair dismissal and discrimination cases. She is often 

successful in reaching favourable settlements for her clients. 
Alexandra further accepts instructions in civil court claims, 

including RTAs and contracts. She is also a member of the 
Attorney General’s Junior Junior Scheme.

Alexandra is dedicated to pro-bono work. Having been a 
volunteer at FRU since August 2016, she has represented a 

number of clients in their appeals to the Social Security Tribunal, 

and in Employment Tribunal cases. She further undertakes work 
with Advocate.

Full profile here

https://www.4-5.co.uk/barristers/profile/alexandra-sidossis
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Joshua Hitchens (2018)

Josh practises in all of Chambers' specialisms. He is a member 

of the Equality and Human Rights Commission Panel of 
Counsel and has acted in a number of public law matters. He 

has also been instructed to appear before the Privy Council as 

led counsel in matters relating to chancery, commercial, media 
and public law.

Josh started his training in a criminal set of chambers before 
developing an interest and experience in commercial, public, 

regulatory and media disputes. As such he has a particular 
knowledge of regulatory and quasi-criminal disputes.

He has advised on a number of Judicial Reviews and appeals to 
the High Court. Josh also has a strong international element to 

his practice with particular experience in cases from Trinidad 
and Tobago.

In his spare time, he enjoys the theatre, sailing and rugby and 
politics.

Full profile here

https://www.4-5.co.uk/barristers/profile/joshua-hitchens
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